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Abstract 
Heil, W. Products 
Algebra 75 (1991) 
of commutators and squares in free groups, Journal of Pure and Applied 
271-275. 
Geometric proofs, using surface topology, are given for an upper bound of tht rank of a 
subgroup determined by a quadratic equation in a free group. 
1. Introduction 
Ifu,,..., u,, are elements of a free group G such that uf l l - uf = 1, then the 
rank of the subgroup H generated by u *, . . . , u,, is at most n 12. An algebraic 
proof is given by Lyndon, McDonough and Newman [6, Proposition 6.61 and a 
geometric proof by Jaco [5]. Similar geometric constructions were used by Culler 
[l] to give an algorithm for finding the minimal rank of H. If G is freely generated 
by x,, . . . , xZln and if 
then n 2 2m, and if 
then n 2 2m + 1. This was proved using combinatorial methods by Edmunds [2] 
and by algebraic techniques by Lyndon, McDonough and Newman [6, Proposi- 
tions 6.8 and 6.101. In this paper we give a simple geometric proof of these results 
(Corollaries 2, 3 and 6) which yields additional information about the structure of 
the subgroup H (Lemmas 1 and 5). The proof of Lemma 1 uses methods similar 
to those of [5] and [1] which consist of analyzing ker f, for maps f of a surface to 
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a wedge of circles, whereas the proof of Lemma 5 considers maps between 
surfaces (Proposition 4). 
2. Maps of surfaces to graphs 
Let F be free on generators x, , x2, . . . and let U, , . . . , u,, be reduced words in 
F. Let H be the subgroup of F generated by u,, . . . , u,,, . For words w, , . . . , wk 
let w = (w;) and 
C&J)= [wp wJw.1, W41”‘[wk-,~ WA 
S,(w) = w; ” - w; ,
Lemma 1. Suppose m 2 3. If (a) C,,,(u) = 1 or (b) S,,,(u) = 1, then H is generr;ted 
by words v, , . . . : vk , w, , . . . , w, with kl > 0, k + 1 = m and such that in case (a) 
Ck(v)= 1 and C,(w) = 1, and in case (b) S,(v) = 1 and either Cl(w)= 1 or 
S,(w) = 1. 
Proof. Let G be a closed surface, orientable of genus m /2 in case (a), nonorient- 
able of genus m in case (b). Then ?r,( G) has a natural presentation with 
generators y , , . . . , Y,,~ and relation C,,(y) = 1 in case (a), respectively S,J y) = 1 
in case (b). Represent F as the fundamental group of a wedge X of circles; one 
oriented circle Xi for each generator Xi. Let f : G -+ X be a continuous map such 
that f*(yi) = Ui. Thus f *v,(G) = H C 7rl(X) = F. Let P be a point on X, 
different from the wedge point. We triangulate X such that P is not a vertex and 
homotype f relative to the basepoint o a simplicial map for some triangulation of 
G. By a further homotopy relative to the basepoint we can assume that f-‘(P) 
consists of a system of 2-sided noncontractible simple closed curves on G. (There 
are no l-sided curves in f -‘(P) since P is 2-sided in X.) If c is such a simple closed 
curve that is nonseparating, let a! be a simple closed curve that intersects c 
transversely in a single point. A regular neighborhood U of cy U c is a punctured 
torus or Kleinbottle on G and f( XJ) is contractible in X, bult a U is not 
contractible on G since m ~3. Joining c by an arc to the basepoint we find a 
simple closed separating curve p on G such that [p] E ker f *. Attaching a disk D 
to G with aD along p we obtain two closed surfaces G, and G, with G, U G, = 
G U D and G, n G2 = D. Since f(p) is contractible we can extend f to f : G, U 
G,* X. The inclusion map i : G-, G, U G, induces an epimorphism . 
I*-: q(G)-+ q(Gl) * n,(G) and f:k =f&. Lett ,,..., tk,rt ,...-, r,benatural 
generators for rr, (G, ) and rr, (G,), respectively, and let Vi = F*(ti’:, w,. = J.+..rj), 
i=l,..., k,j=l,..., 1. In case (a) both G, and G, are orientable and therefore 
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ck(t) = 1 anti C,(r) = I. In case (b) at least one of G, or G2 is nonorienzable. Thus 
the lemma follows, since f,(n, (G, ) * n, (G,)) = H. Cl 
Remark. The main difference between this proof and the proof in [5] is that we 
consider separating curves in ker f,. 
Corollary 2. Let u, , . . . , u,,, be elements of a free group such that either 
Then the subgroup H generated by u,, . . . , u,,, has rank 117112. 
Proof. Since H is free but not freely generated by U, , . . . , u,,, , the result is trivial 
for m 5 2. For m ~3, apply Lemma 1 to obtain rank H 5 rank H, + rank H,, 
where H, , respectively H,, is the group generated by u, , . . . , uk , respectively 
+...‘, w,. By induction, rank HI k/2 + i/2 = m/2. Cl 
In [6, Proposition 6.61 it is shown by algebraic methods that if u: - - l uf, = 1 for 
some N 2 2, then rank H 5 m/2. It is pointed out that the same algebraic 
technique yields a proof of Proposition 6.8 of [6], which is generalized in the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 3. If x, , . . . , x,, is a subset of generators of a free group F and if there 
are elements u , 9 . . . , u,,, of F such that either 
Proof. Let H be the subgroup generated by x1, . . . , x,,, u,, . . . , u ,,,. Since 
or xf - . . x,z(u-,I)‘. . . (Q)” = 1, it follows from Corollary 2 that 
n 5 rank Hs(n+m)/2, hence nlm. 0 
3. Maps between surfaces 
The basic technique in the proof of Lemma 1 was that for the map f : G+ X of 
a surface to a graph there exist nontrivial simple closed curves in ker f #:. It is 
remarked in [4, p. 1511 that it is not true, in general, that for a map f’ : G- F of 
surfaces, ker f *, if nontrivial, contains simple closed curves. However, we can 
show the following: 
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Proposition 4. Let F and G be compact surfaces with nonempty connected 
boundary and let f : (F, dF)+ (G, aG) be a map that is a homeomorphism on the 
boundary. Then either f is homotopic to a homeomorphism (hence ker f * = 1) or 
ker f * contains a 2-sided nontrivial simple closed curve. 
Proof. Let a! be a nonseparating proper arc in G. By a homotopy off we can 
assume that f -‘(a) consists of a proper arc p and 2-sided nontrivial simple closed 
curves. Any such curve lies in ker f * . Thus assume that f-‘(a) = p. Now p is a 
nonseparating arc in F and after a homotopy we can assume that f maps a regular 
neighborhood U(p) homeomorphically onto a regular neighborhood U(a). Thus 
f induces a map f’ : (F’, aF’)-, (G’, 8G’) such that f’ is a homeomorphism on the 
boundary, where F’ = F - Int(U( p)) and G’ = G - Int(U(ct)). After such a 
hierarchy with nonseparating arcs we eventually obtain f : (& d) + (D ‘, a D’), 
where f is a homeomorphism on the boundary. If &= D’, then p and hence f is 
homotopic to a homeomorphism. If k# D’, then every nontrivial simple closed 
curve in F is nontrivial in F and lies in ker f *. q 
Remark. If ker f * # 1, then the conclusion of the proposition can also be 
deduced from Gabai’s theorem that maps with nontrivial kernel between closed 
2-manifolds have a simple closed curve in the kernel [3]. 
We now apply this proposition to obtain the following lemma: 
Lemma 5. Let F be free on generators xl, . . . , x2,, (n 2 1) and let u, , . . . , u, be 
elements of F such that C,,(x) = $,I (u) . Then m 2 3 and the subgroup H generated 
bYU,,.-, u,,,admitsgeneratorsv ,,.. . ,vUk, w,,. . . , w,withkl>Oandk+l=m 
and either 
(a) C,(v) = C,,(x) and S,(w) = 1 or 
(b) S,(v) = C,,(x) and S,(w) = 1 or C,(w) = 1. 
Proof. First assume that m 2 3. Let F be a nonorientable surface of genus m and 
one boundary component and G an orientable surface of genus n and one 
boundary component. Then 7~~ (F) has generators y , , . . . , y,, such that a F 
corresponds to y: . . . yfn and q(G) is generated by x, , . . . , x2,* with a G repre- 
senting &(x). Since Czll(x) = S,,Ju) there is a map f : (F, 8 F) + (G, 8 G) such 
that f *( yi) = Ui, and after a homotopy off we can assume that f is a homeomor- 
phism on aF. Since G is orientable but F is not, there is by Proposition 4 a 
nontrivial simple closed Lurve c in ker f*. As in the proof of Lemma 1 we can 
assume that v separates F into two surfaces, and attaching a disk D’ to F along c, 
we obtain surfaces F, , Fz such that F, U F2 = F ‘3 D’, F, (7 Fz = D’. Also f extends 
to a map of F, U Fz + G and induces a map f : (F,, aF+ (G, aG). If F, is 
orientable, then F2 is not, and 7r, (F, ), ml ( Fz) have natural generators vi, . . . , vi, 
respectively w; , . . . , w; with 8 F, corresponding to Ck(v’). Then we obtain case 
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(a) for u; =fi*(u$ w; = fi .J wi). If F, is nonorientable, then F’? may or may not 
be orientable and we obtain case (b). 
We now show that m 2 3. If m = 2 we follow the same proof except that the 
curve c is nonseparating. In this case F - c is a thrice punctured 2-sphere and 
(attaching D2 to F along c) we obtain F U D’ as the quotient of a disk b’ by 
identifying two disjoint disks in Int b’. The composition of the quotient map p 
and an extension f of f gives a map f* p : (6’, ab’)+(G, aG) that is a 
homeomorphism on #. This is impossible (for n I 1) by Proposition 4. Similarly 
the case m = 1 cannot occur by Proposition 4, since a moebius band F does not 
contain a 2-sided closed curve that is not parallel to i#. (Also Proposition 4 shows 
that the case m = 0 is impossible.) Cl 
Corollary 6 [6]. Let F be free on generators x,, . . . , x2,, and let II,, . . . , cl,,, be 
elements in F such that [x,, x2] - - - [x~,~_, xl,,] = uf l . - uf,. Then m 2 2n + 1. 
Proof. Let the elements u,, . . . , u,,, be chosen so that m is minimal with respect 
to the equation S,,,(u) = C,,,(x) and let H be the subgroup generated by 
u,, - * - 9 u,,,. Then case (b) of Lemma 5 cannot hold and in case (a) we infer from 
Corollary 3 that k Z- 2n. Hence m = k + 1~ 2n + 1. Cl 
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